The chosen heroes of this earth have been in a minority. There is not a social, political, or religious privilege that you enjoy today that was not bought for you by the blood and tears and patient suffering of the minority that have stood in the van of every moral conflict, and achieved all that is noble in the history of the world.

—J. B. Gough
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Roger Clark

ROGER CLARK, who died on August 28, 1961, at White-nights, England, was born at Greenbank, Street, England, on April 28, 1871, the second son of William Stephens Clark and of Helen Priestman Bright Clark, daughter of the Rt. Hon. John Bright, M.P. In 1888, Roger Clark began his business career at Northover with Clark, Son and Morland, where he learned the practical side of sheepskin dressing and rug-making. He also studied the subjects of chemical dyes, leather dressing and tanning at the Yorkshire College, Leeds. Partner in the Northover business in 1896, he became an original director of Clark, Son and Morland, when the limited company was formed in 1899, a position which he retained until retirement.

In June, 1900, he married Sarah Bancroft, daughter of William Poole Bancroft of Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A. Six of the seven children of their long and happy marriage are living; there are 23 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

Coming from a long line of Quaker ancestors, Roger Clark took his full share in the activities of the Society of Friends. For many years he held the office of Clerk of London Yearly Meeting.

In being a lifelong abstainer and a staunch supporter of the Western Temperance League he was following hereditary principles. A Liberal in politics, he combined with his liberalism a very broad-minded and sympathetic approach to human and social problems and a never-flagging interest in education.

In this and in all his work for the community's well-being his wife shared to the full. In memory of their son, Hadwen Priestman Clark, who died in boyhood, they gave to Street in 1928 the Hindhayes School for Children, a pioneer in the field of infant education. Roger Clark also shared with his brother and sisters in the gift to Elmhurst School of an assembly hall as a memorial to their father.

For many years Roger Clark was one of the Overseers for the Poor of the parish. He served as a trustee of many of Street's institutions such as the Crispin Hall—as well as putting in much personal work in the Club and Institute, for a period as Secretary and later as President—the Library, the Strode School, and the Technical Institute, and was a valued member of the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society, the Glastonbury Antiquarian Society, and the Historical Society, of which last he was the Hon. Treasurer. He was also a member of the Street Higher Education Committee, which he first joined more than 50 years ago.

He was a member of the Somerset County Council for 11 years from the mid-thirties until he retired in 1947.

Roger Clark liked and lived a simple life but a life of constant activity in all that he held to be for the good of his fellow men, for whom he felt and to whom he at all times showed sympathy and kindly considerateness. He read widely, he was fond of music and paintings; he was a natural choice as President of Street's Society of Arts. He was Treasurer of Rutland Boughton's Glastonbury Festival just before and after the First World War. His knowledge of and interest in

(Continued on page 449)
Editorial Comments

The Moscow Peace Pilgrims

A SOVIET propaganda film once showed an old Russian peasant pulling his plow because he did not own even a horse. Before and after work he made the sign of the cross and bowed in all directions to bespeak God's blessings upon his labors. The film then showed a tractor from a collective farm. A strong young man ran it, smoking a cigarette and singing joyfully, while the machine worked for him much more efficiently than a hand- or horse-drawn plow could.

Nobody will wish that the peasants should ever have to labor as hard as they did before 1917. At the same time we know that Russia has suffered great losses with the disappearance of the simple faith that upheld people in times of suffering. The spiritual history of Old Russia is inseparably linked with the story of the pilgrims who crisscrossed Russia's soil from one corner to the other in search of God. They shared their prayers as well as their poverty with the plain people in country and city, and many of them deserved their reputation of being endowed with rare spiritual insight. The God-seeking pilgrim has disappeared from the Russian scene, as have so many other symbols of Russian piety.

How strange that now, 45 years after the revolution, we hear again of pilgrims. Their message attracts the Russian public more than the routine notes which the diplomats toss across the border like unruly boys who hurl stones at each other. This vicious ping-pong game has pleased militarists everywhere, benefited the military economy, and kept journalists busy in their effort to make the public docile from sheer exhaustion.

But then the peace marchers came. France had been inhospitable to them; then to the surprise of the peace marchers, the Polish and Russian public received them well. There is every reason to believe that the 200 Moscow students heard from Bradford Lyttle, the conscientious objector, for the first time about the moral and religious reasons for his attitude. Some of the pamphlets which the marchers had carried or mailed reached the Russian public; others were withheld by the authorities. Numerous opportunities arose for discussion with the peace marchers. There were moments of happy agreement but also of opposition. The spirit of keen interest in the peace message prevailed in spite of some futile attempts of Russian professors or meeting chairmen to curtail discussions. Thoughts entirely new to the Russians received a hearing.

The Message for Us

The diplomatic game of our statesmen is somehow at the point of appearing outdated and wearisome. It continues to nourish the sense of fear that prevails in the United States more than anywhere else in the world. We are beginning to feel haunted. We barely manage to gallop ahead of the next poll that once more will measure our heartbeats to compute the increase of danger. In contrast to our diplomats, the peace marchers chose a medieval technique to spread their undiplomatic message. Many of us had doubts about such a slow-moving enterprise in an age of instant global communication. But even Mrs. Khruschev received the peace marchers—how clever and wise a gesture! And the world listened. For a moment her boorish husband was forgotten, together with the “boom of sorrow” that occupies us more than the boom of our war industries.

Are peace marches and vigils perhaps an answer also to the frustrated pacifist who despairs of finding his way beyond wishing, thinking, and praying? Does the return to medieval ways point to ways of the future? Are our thoughts at long last to rise above the uncanny word of King Hezekiah, who said, “Children have come to the birth, and there is no strength to bring them forth” (2 Kings 19:3)?

Russia's past tells of the wise Metropolitan Gavril Petrov, who needed a helper in his daily chores. He wrote to the abbot of a monastery, “I have enough clever brains here. Send me a simpleton.” Did he speak across the ages, and were our marchers an answer to the despair of diplomats and pacifists alike? Is Eisenhower right in saying that people are always more intelligent than their leaders think they are?

Incidentally, the demonstrators will now know what to answer the skeptic who says, “Why don't you tell the Russians?” They may now say, “We did, and they listened with more than politeness.”
When Moses went up to Mount Sinai, he left Aaron and Hur in charge of his people. After he had been on the Mount forty days and forty nights, the people became restive and began to think that perhaps he might never return. "As for this Moses," they said, "the man who brought us up out of the land of Egypt, we do not know what has become of him."

What follows is a familiar story. Aaron asked them to bring him whatever gold they had. They did so, and Aaron "fashioned it with a graving tool, and made a molten calf," which they proceeded to worship as their god. The rest of the story makes interesting reading, as told in Exodus 32:

And as soon as he came near the camp and saw the calf and the dancing, Moses' anger burned hot, and he threw the tablets out of his hands and broke them at the foot of the mountain. . . . And Moses said to Aaron, "What did this people do to you that you have brought a great sin upon them?" And Aaron said, "Let not the anger of my lord burn hot; you know the people, that they are set on evil. For they said to me, 'Make us gods, . . . .' and I said to them, 'Let any who have gold take it off'; so they gave it to me, and I threw it into the fire, and there came out this calf."

The idol-worship element in this dramatic episode tends to obscure the spiritually pathological aspect which underlies and motivates the idol worship. When the people had lost hope for Moses' return, they wanted Aaron to make them "gods who shall go before us." This request indicates their lack of total commitment to the God of Israel.

The people had developed too great a fondness for the fleshpots and pleasures in Egypt and could easily be persuaded to return to them. So long as the dynamic and persuasive personality of Moses was in their presence, they followed him and made outward pledges of loyalty to the God of their fathers; but when this leadership was absent even for only forty days, they were ready to forget the God of Israel and find some other in whom they could have a semblance of assurance and comfort. Their commitment was chiefly to a desire for freedom from bondage, and so long as Moses seemed to be gaining this freedom for them, they followed him. But they were not unconditionally committed to the basic principles of righteousness that constituted the very foundations of Israel's religion, and when the test of their steadfastness came, they had no spiritual strength to stand alone. When a people's religion is only a means to some advantageous end and not a satisfying and meaningful end in itself, it will become little more than idolatrous ritual and will not make for a spiritually healthy and upright society.

One should be honest, fair, just, merciful, and humble, simply because to be so is good and in harmony with the order of God's universe and with the moral conscience of men, not just because our discipline of faith says we should be all these things. We should love our fellow beings and have reverence for God's creation because to do so is to be in tune with creation, not because it may be some material advantage to us. This is the higher righteousness of which Jesus spoke when he said, "Unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven."

Now let us look at Aaron's share in this "great sin." In the first place, Aaron shows weakness and lack of leadership in allowing the people to overwhelm him with their demands, but his greatest weakness is seen in the twofold excuse that he offered Moses: (1) "You know the people, that they are set on evil," and (2) "I threw it [the gold] into the fire, and there came out this calf."

In the first excuse he tries to shift the blame for the defection to the people; in the second he wants to blame nature for what happened to the gold. He seems to have forgotten that he had "fashioned it with a graving tool." He had made the mold that fashioned the graven image.

What a commentary on our own times and our own behavior this is! On the political scene, local, national, or international, blame for the miseries and sufferings of people is consistently shifted from one party to another. Wouldn't it be refreshing and exciting if, just once, a political candidate based his campaign oratory on his and his party's merits alone without blaming his opponents for all the ills of society? The honesty of such a campaign would certainly do much for the pathological status of the political game—and it might even get a candidate elected!

On the home scene we find parents blaming children for their failures in school or in other social adjustments, or children blaming their parents for such failures. Does either side ever consider in what sort of mold and by whom the failures were cast? Many students find it more pleasant and popular to spend their out-of-class hours in some sort of amusement than to be at their studies. If at the end of the term low grades or failure comes their way, they take refuge in some cliché such as "I'm just simply not smart," or "I'm no brain," meaning, of course, that nature is at fault for not endowing them with a
better gift. It hardly occurs to them that they are already squandering what gifts they have.

From kings and presidents down to the lowest social stratum we find shifting of blame and responsibility: “I threw it into the fire, and there came out this calf.” When our mistakes close in on us, it is easy to throw them into the fire and blame nature or circumstance for the outcome. It takes a morally courageous man, a spiritually maturing man, to accept the censure of his weakness and thereby try to grow in strength. What a mighty therapy this would be for an ailing world such as ours, if enough of us could submit to it! Instead of enmity it; instead of war, peace; instead of poverty and depravity, reasonable comfort and a respectable life for all humanity.

Our excuses take a variety of shapes, but usually the blame is shifted either to the rest of human society or to circumstances, that is, to the law of nature that God has established to run His universe. It has been so from the dawn of history. Did not Adam blame Eve, and Eve the serpent? Such expressions as “I was a victim of circumstances,” or “Something drove me to it,” are simply no better than Aaron’s “I threw it into the fire, and there came out this calf.” Do we ever look to see who made the mold for the circumstances? Isn’t it also strange that the “it” in “Something drove me to it” is seldom something desirable? When the outcome of our behavior is desirable and approved, we do not think to credit some external motivation; only when the “it” is undesirable, do we try to shift the responsibility. It should be noted that if we were wholly subject to circumstance and never responsible for our own decisions, we would be reduced to zero in value, only a cork tossed on the waves of chance. If man wants to rate in a higher equation, he must assume responsibility for his acts.

Circumstance does not change an oak to a pine tree, a grape vine to a thorn hedge, or a fig tree to a thistle stalk; nor do we gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles. “Whatsoever a man sows, that he will also reap.” If we cast a mold for a golden calf, we cannot expect something else to come from the fire. If we cast a mold for racial and international hatred, we cannot expect love and peace to emerge. If we cast a mold of self-indulgence, arrogance, and pride, we will not become generous, humble, and meek. As we cast the mold, so will we shape our life. As a people commit themselves, so will their destiny be.

Moses had the spiritual strength to walk humbly with his God, to assume full responsibility for his deeds, and to stand fast on his faith without regard for public pressure or opinion. Aaron had the spiritual weakness to let himself be swayed by public hysteria and to offer childish excuses when caught in the meshes of his own errors. Our world is full of Aarons. But where can we find a Moses?

HENRY T. WILT

Spires

In Appreciation of Rev. Maurice McCrackin

NOT long ago a friend of mine, an extremely sensitive person, took a trip to Brittany and became fascinated with the beauty and structure of the doorway of one of the cathedrals. He stood off at a distance and admired the doorway; he came close and examined its elements. He sketched it from different angles and drew page after page of detailed sections until he became thoroughly familiar with every inch of the structure. When he talked about it, he seemed as if he were drawing his fingers slowly over the loved surfaces. Although his persistent interest was not an obsession, it was exceptionally well-marked.

One evening after hearing him again go over some detail which he apparently felt had not been given enough attention, I broke in, in a rather rude way, and asked, “By the way, what did the spire look like? How many spires did the cathedral have?”

I was taken back by his quick reaction, for he acted as if I had stabbed him to the quick. There was a tinge of sheepish hurt in his reply, “Why, I didn’t even notice.” I then became embarrassed, for I had not really meant to expose any area of neglect. His peace of mind had been disturbed, and I felt responsible.

Then I began to recall how many times I had done a similar thing; only in my case it had to do with doorways into the lives of my friends. And so I ended by chiding myself in a mild sort of way for neglecting the lofty spires within my friends.

The strange thing about this neglect is that I am really quite fond of spires, as all mankind has been throughout history. Man, of course, likes doorways and façades, naves and buttresses, windows and domes; we all do. But there is something about a spire that harbors a mystery and captures the imagination. Although such words as “inspiring” and “aspiring” come from different word roots, I sometimes wonder whether something of the same mystery does not cling to them.

Some spires, especially those on the more so-called “practical” churches, are either diminutive or squatty capstones that seem to hold the church down to earth. But there are also the tall spires that seem to hang above
the structure, and even though connected, beckon for the whole world to come up higher. In one sense they may be thought of as angelic hoverings.

For some strange reason I seem to favor the old Germanic spires, tall and slender, that dot the landscape of many of our cities. There is one especially that I love to pass while entering Cincinnati. It is exceptionally tall and thin, terminating somewhere in the sky, but just where one cannot be sure.

Passing this spire recently, I noticed a low, heavy cloud sweep above the church. The grand old spire stood its ground and sliced the whole length of the cloud. Naturally the cloud reformed beyond the spire, but the deed was done. The penetrability of the cloud had been established. The tall, thin spire became a never-ending witness of hope for those who sometimes seem to be smothered with the compactness of clouds.

Someday human ingenuity, mingled with spiritual insight, will find a way to keep the clouds separated beyond the spire, allowing life-giving sunlight to slip through to tired and fearful people.

It is to be hoped that spiritual institutions throughout the world, one of which is the Presbyterian Church, will always cherish and give support to their witnesses to the penetrability of clouds, for the vision of our people has become murky, and our horizons have been drawn closely about us.

Thank God for tall, thin spires. May those of spiritual foresight and deep human concern hold them high while churches below carry on their remodeling!

DAN KINSEY

Affirmation of Life: The John Wood Case

THE last novel by Ruth Suckow, The John Wood Case, stands alone, unique among her other books. It bears, of course, certain distinctive marks of Suckow fiction. The central narrative is taken from a happening she remembers from her childhood, a happening that deeply affected her father. It is full of the clear, exquisitely drawn minutiae of small-town Midwestern life among friends. The streets and gardens and homes of Fairview are such streets and gardens and homes as she has described again and again. (Who can fail, for instance, to visualize instantly the Latham home, “one of Fairview’s older houses, comfortable and peaceful, with large, well-established trees in the yard”?)

But the reader knows almost immediately that here is something more than vivid rendering of everyday life, more than shrewd insight into the working of the small-town mind. Slowly it comes to him that The John Wood Case is not only fiction; it partakes of the qualities of poetry, with its graceful style, its richness of symbol, and its evidence of barely hidden meanings, meanings that lie beneath the serene sentences.

The initial paragraph, indeed, might be rendered in a kind of flowing free verse:

Philip Sidney Wood got up
On a bright May morning.
The house seemed filled with sunlight.
Philip had much the standing of a youthful king;
But he looked forward with exultant joy
To graduation in June,
After which he would “go out into the great world.”
The whole springtime was glorified
By the coming Commencement.

This is more than the “bright beginning” which figures in so much Suckow fiction. Though it “sets the tone,” it also epitomizes the whole story: all that follows is an elaboration of those lines, a revelation of what lies beneath them. Young Philip Sidney Wood, in all the glowing springtime of his youth, does indeed “go out” into a terribly unknown world; his “commencement,” painful though it might be, does indeed “glorify” this period of his life.

Through all the charming flow of the narrative a half-hidden richness is apparent, and at the end the reader knows that Ruth Suckow has here declared herself. The philosophy of a whole life has been preserved in a story that is as moving as anything she has written before, and more beautiful. The novel is, moreover, a perfect example of two cardinal principles in her philosophy of art, enunciated in an article “Friends and Fiction” (Friends Intelligencer, February 12, 1955).

The first is that the beauty of any work of art must be inherent, i.e., the ends justify the means: “Intrinsic beauty is that in which form and content so agree that the reader cannot tell where one begins and the other leaves off. . . .” And the second is that only by understanding and caring for human life can the artist render human life: “The material of a story carries convincing reality only when it comes from a relish for life in the concrete and the acute observation which goes with it. . . . This involves sympathetic understanding of actual life, particularly human life; what we get otherwise is without life’s bloom and breath.”

And so beauty here results from the clear, vivid portrayal of life in a small town in the spring at the turn
of the century, from the expertly drawn, diverse characters, and, most especially, from the central theme. This theme is one of the oldest and most compelling in all literature, the theme of life awakening through suffering. Because of a stunning catastrophe, several people are led to make a fresh evaluation of their lives; through their suffering they are led to understand themselves and the world, and so in the end see before them, as Philip sees in his dream, the glow of light at the end of a long tunnel.

The shock of pain may be necessary for the affirmation of life; Ruth Suckow does not state it explicitly here. But she does show that one may see what he loves and believes in totter, may suffer, and finally win through to a triumphant faith. Hard and cruel though life may seem, there is light at the end of the dark tunnel.

The John Wood Case illustrates this in more than one way. Lydia Merriam, for instance, with her New England heritage and her stern principles has slowly, through disappointments and grief, found a philosophy that provides a firm basis for living. No character in the book is as serenely whole as Mrs. Merriam, and her wholeness is the result of living through almost unendurable sorrow. When young Philip Wood must face his great trial, she is ready to stand by because she understands.

It is just because Philip has led so charmed a life that catastrophe his with such impact. Near the beginning of the story there is a scene at Sunday school in which the boys discuss the story of Job with the young minister. Philip contributes the thought "that a certain personal knowledge of suffering 'brought out more.'" It is dramatic foreshadowing, for at the end, with Mrs. Merriam's heirloom Bible in his hand, Philip Wood feels "the beginning of a strength in himself ... different from his old easy exuberance ...," a strength, born of pain, that senses a deeper significance in the words carefully copied on the flyleaf: "God is a Spirit ... God is Love. ..." What lies behind these words? He will have to grow older before he knows, but dimly he feels that he will know. He is on the way.

Is this the old tragic theme, that life itself must be destroyed in order to be reborn on a higher plane? Is this the significance, after all, of pain, that it is the means of attaining greater life? In the wondering triumph of her last novel, Ruth Suckow is far removed from those early lines, published when she was still a young, beginning writer:

Heart, as shinningly wear your grief
As frost upon the lilac leaf,
As mist along the stubble rye,
As silver rain across the sky.

They are very lovely, but she has left their gentle resignation far behind.

In her memoir Ruth Suckow details explicitly her search for a confident answer to life's questions. She finds this answer finally, in her late middle age, finds it after much effort and search, finds it rooted ultimately, as for Philip, in love. In the story of Philip she brings to bear all she has learned of craftsmanship: it is her most polished book. Aesthetics, she says in her memoir, never constituted mere ornament; it was always "an expression of truth in beauty." The John Wood Case is superlatively such an expression.

Abigail Ann Hambleen

Friends Conference in Ghana Discusses Education and Religion

We must be dedicated persons in teaching religion in West Africa. This role calls for placing our talents at the service of God, and humbly trusting others to see the light without our proselytizing. Religion can be taught in non-Quaker schools as history and by daily experience. We must avoid dogmatism, understand indigenous religions but not necessarily accept them, and above all have a common-sense approach to both religion and teaching.

These were conclusions from the seventh Easter Conference of Hill House Meeting, located outside Accra, Ghana, in Achimota. The conference theme was "Friends and Education." Participating from Friday through Sunday were 48 adults and 14 children, including the five of us, representing Nigeria. These were mostly British Friends. David Acquah, resident Ghanian, was Clerk at Hill House and presiding officer. Among other Ghanians taking part was Henry Amoo Adjie, perhaps the only Quaker herbalist (native doctor) in the world.

It was a singular experience. Worshiping among Friends again was uplifting. Nigeria has no Meeting, and so we five had simply gathered as a family. Worshiping in Hill House Meeting—a stone patio with cement pillars, thatch roof, and no walls—had its unique rewards. A gekko lizard ran up a pillar six inches from my nose just after we had settled on Sunday morning. The bamboo tree close by creaked in the wind. Birds warbled with raucous glee on all sides. A hundred yards away, on the main golf course of Accra, "duffers" commented on their game in words which George Fox would not have favored.

These were moments to treasure. So was a moonlight swim after conference hours in the roaring surf of the Gulf of Guinea. The words spoken in the formal sessions of the conference often sounded like Quaker language from Philadelphia or Richmond, Indiana.

What made this meeting different was that Friends have no schools in West Africa. Their religion and education "without proselytizing" is all the more difficult to manage.

Janet Eavis, Barbara Bowman, Amoo Wrisberg, Donald
The Churches and the Voluntary Migrant

The World Council of Churches held a five-day conference in June at Leysin, Switzerland, to consider the deepening problem of the voluntary migrant. It was the first time that this international body discussed this key problem in all its aspects. Three years of preparation and planning brought into sharp relief the need for the conference.

Two hundred delegates, representing 75 of the World Council's member churches from 30 countries, considered the needs of the voluntary migrant, asking whether the WCC should provide services to migrants who for various reasons require aid and have special needs.

Aided by many years of experience in helping the involuntary migrant (the refugee), conference delegates discussed (a) the witness of the churches concerning migration; (b) the service of the churches to the migrant; (c) the impact of migration on the life of the churches; and (d) the migration problems of Africans and Asians as they affect Christian service.

Supported by almost 60 documents prepared especially for the conference, the delegates examined the migration of the Japanese people to Brazil, the West Indians to Great Britain, the North Africans to France, the Greeks to Australia and Canada, the Mozambiqueans to Southern Rhodesia and the Union of South Africa, and, finally, the over 170,000 persons from Upper Volta who migrated in 1960 to Ghana and the Ivory Coast. These and others all present special needs.

The conference recognized the churches' responsibility to utilize and develop all available resources to serve migrants, suggesting "that they should influence their members and welfare agencies locally so that all may appreciate the problems of migrants, and be ready to help with the preparation for emigration, or adjustment on immigration."

Conference recommendations will be presented at the Third Assembly World Council in New Delhi this November. These recommendations include a request that the WCC provide consultation and coordination services to churches or national councils of churches currently assisting migrants, and that in certain instances it provide specially required services.

Conscious of population pressure in Asia, the conference delegates recommended that churches encourage governments of all countries to accept Asian migrants.
Special concern was expressed throughout the conference on the need for the assistance of local churches in helping immigrants integrate with their new communities. The conference statement concluded: "There are strong indications that the maximum opportunity for indigenous congregations and for individual immigrants to bridge the gap between cultures and languages lies in the extent to which the Christian faith is not simply nominally held or merely professed, but is actually and personally appropriated."

RICHARD FERREY SMITH

New York Yearly Meeting

NEW YORK Yearly Meeting convened at Silver Bay, New York, July 28 to August 4, 1961. Junior Yearly Meeting comprised 40 per cent of the gathering, the largest number since Friends have met at Silver Bay.

We rejoiced in the presence of a goodly number of visiting Friends, and we felt a special sense of fellowship with East Africa Yearly Meeting, for several New York Friends had gone to Kenya to be present for the meeting of the Friends World Committee. One New York Friend, Charles Perera, planned to remain in Africa for a month after the World Committee meeting and perform eye surgery.

From the opening period of worship on Friday evening to the closing period of family worship the following Friday morning there was a sense of need to come under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

The obligation to act was emphasized by speaker after speaker, E. Raymond Wilson, Executive Secretary of the Friends Committee on National Legislation, said, "We are under divine compulsion to relate our faith to the world in which we live."

David Reynolds of the War Resisters League asserted that morality deprived of political action is not really morality. The value of individual action was likewise voiced by Barrett Hollister, Chairman of Friends General Conference, in his message "Quakers in World Affairs." He described the core of religious faith as the belief that what each individual does is important. The problems confronting us may be difficult, but God will not give us a task beyond our strength.

The theme that our faith sends us forth into activity was reiterated in the closing message of the Yearly Meeting, given by Samuel Levering, Chairman of the Five Years Meeting Committee on Peace and Social Concerns.

Together with the thought that the Spirit of God will not let us remain passive, another thought permeated the sessions, that a price must be paid by those who seek the kingdom of God and His righteousness. This thought was first noted in one of the morning devotional periods led by Miriam Levering of the Friends World Committee. Miriam Levering's messages were among the most rewarding parts of the Yearly Meeting program. A portion of her talk on "Dying Up the Living Water" was typed and distributed.

The Committee in charge of Powell House, the New York Yearly Meeting Conference Center which was accepted last year as a gift from Elsie Powell, reported that the House is now in use on a limited basis. Strong and widespread financial support throughout the Yearly Meeting is needed if the full potential of the Center is to be realized.

Oakwood School is in a healthy and growing state. One of the three planned dormitory units for boys will be open this fall, and a second will open in the course of the year.

The Committee on a Friends College was continued after several sessions of discussion and consideration. The decision was reached in a spirit of openness and forbearance on the part of both those who have misgivings about the project and those who envision it.

The Peace Committee presented a concern to organize a Peace Institute to serve as an instrument to expand interest in peace. A steering committee was appointed to formulate plans for the Institute.

The Advancement Committee reported a new worship group in Cobblekill, N. Y., an indulged Meeting under the care of Schenectady, N. Y., Meeting, and another indulged Meeting to start in September under the care of Westbury, N. Y., Meeting. A new Monthly Meeting, Conscience Bay, on Long Island, N. Y., was reported. Despite these evidences of outreach, New York Yearly Meeting is not growing numerically, and this concern was laid upon the Advancement Committee.

Part II of a New York Yearly Meeting Discipline was accepted. These sections dealing with procedure have been in use on an experimental basis for the past three years. Sections of Part I dealing with Faith and Principles were submitted for discussion. The Meeting approved the use of the London Faith and Practice until such time as Part I of the New York Yearly Meeting Discipline is adopted.

The report of the Temperance Committee was received with revived interest. The name of the Committee was changed to Temperance and Health Education Committee. The Prison Committee called upon Friends to press for the abolition of capital punishment.

New York Yearly Meeting, stirred by Mission Board reports, has for some years felt a strong interest in the needs of Africa. This year Junior Yearly Meeting collected funds to provide food and education for African mothers and children.

The large number of Juniors present caused Friends to urge that some younger Friends be appointed to Yearly Meeting committees. The High School Section shared this concern and appointed a Nominating Committee to make suggestions for the appointment of high school Friends to such committees.

The theme of the Junior Yearly Meeting, "Living Courageously," was to a degree a succinct statement of what grew to be the sense of the Yearly Meeting as a whole. A fuller statement of the sense of the gathering would express a plea that we have the courage to pay the price that must be paid if our lives will speak to the needs of mankind.

Appreciation was expressed for the patient and effective service of Paul Schwantes as Clerk for the past five years. The incoming Clerk is George Corwin. Rachel Wood is now one of the two Yearly Meeting Secretaries, replacing Gladys Sea- man, who resigned at the close of 1960.

FRANCES B. COMPTR
BOOKS

THE INWARD JOURNEY. By Howard Thurman. Harper and Brothers, New York, 1961. 155 pages. $5.00

Howard Thurman's The Inward Journey, like his Deep is the Hunger and Meditations of the Heart, is not a book to be hastily skimmed, but rather to be read in small bits, pondered, absorbed, and reread. In each of the 115 meditations his personal insights and fresh use of words make familiar truths come alive for us.

In speaking of the oppressive ruthlessness of daily schedules he says that such schedules can "increase the margin of one's self that is available for the cultivation of the inner life." It is for this cultivation of the inner life that his book is useful. As he has made clear in his recent Pendle Hill pamphlet, Mysticism and the Experience of Love, Howard Thurman feels close kinship with Quakerism and we Friends can learn much from him. His Meditation No. 91, "The Quietness of This Waiting Moment," might well be required reading for each of us in preparing ourselves for the meeting for worship.

The two long "prose poems" based on 1 Corinthians 13 and Psalm 139 I found somewhat disappointing. Their function may well be to inspire us to try similar experiments, to rephrase in "brooding mood" our own response to or understanding of well-known biblical passages.

Once again we are grateful to Howard Thurman for speaking to our condition and recalling us to "the business of our lives."

ELIZABETH YARNALL

RELIGIOUS TELEVISION. By Everett C. Parker. Harper and Brothers, New York, 1961. 292 pages. $4.00

Not long ago a Friends Committee on Advancement met to debate how Quakers should handle publicity. How enriched their discussion would have been if this Parker book had been available! Everett C. Parker writes the New York religious news for The Christian Century. He has had 20 years of experience in writing, directing, and producing radio and television programs, plus an intimate relationship with a majority of the religious broadcasting which has been on the air in that time. Now he seeks to help a new generation of religious broadcasters prepare and produce sensitive, imaginative programs, making the word of God explicit. What a beautiful benediction from a life well-lived!

BERNARD CLAUSEN


Anthropologists have described primitive cultures in which medicine men or shamans are clearly the psychotic persons in the population. In our own culture we are only too well aware of the power of psychopathic individuals to lead the mass mind. Equally evident is modern man's overwhelming fear of the mentally ill, with the result that these persons are usually put away or ignored when actively ill and ostracized or shunned in periods of recovery. Is it time that we learned to live respectfully with our own mentally ill, both sick and recovered? It is conceivable that this process could prevent our susceptibility to follow false prophets and demagogues.

Out of the Depths is the life story of a Protestant minister, influential mental health leader, and state hospital chaplain, who candidly tells of his own serious mental illness; he tries nobly to help us sort out what is healthy from what is sick. I would like Friends to know of this courageous man and his thinking. He brings us very strong medicine: "This is my own case record. I offer it as a case of valid religious experience which was at the same time madness of the most profound and unmistakable variety."

ROSS ROBY, M.D.


Few recent critics of American democracy have been as optimistic and generous toward their subject as is Ralph Waldo Nelson. Mr. Nelson, in fact, finds little in the present situation that cannot be remedied by the further dissemination and acceptance of the democratic heritage as it already exists. His judgment is backed by a lucid and far-reaching account, comprising the major portion of the book, of the origins and development of free thought and free government, which becomes a tribute to all men who have walked the path of reason, truth, and freedom. While few would challenge the wisdom of the past, there is room for a more reserved evaluation of the present, and thus for questioning the facility of Mr. Nelson's conclusion that, as the heirs to a proud moral and intellectual tradition, Americans are the unquestioned "light of freedom to all mankind."

PETER F. STEWARD


This is an authentic and stirring story of the Underground Railroad, laid in the fertile farming country of southern Pennsylvania in the summer of 1851. Runaway slaves trudge over its quiet roads by night, and slave hunters, armed with warrants, patrol the countryside and search suspected farms. There are few, even among Friends, who dare to befriend the fugitives.

From Baltimore comes 17-year-old Samuel Chase, to visit his mother's Quaker relatives. Reared in the South, he has taken slavery for granted. Not until after he has encountered the pitiable Orlando and hidden him in his grandfather's hayloft (a most unsafe place) does he learn that this grandfather's farm is a station of the Underground Railroad. Days and nights of service and adventure now befell him.

Looking for Orlando is addressed primarily to readers of 12 to 18 years. Older readers will find in it a timely reminder that the way to overcome injustice is by convinced and courageous action.

KATHARINE L. SMYTH

"People are not objects which one can just leave lying about. Something happens to them." Thus the author quotes an Austrian doctor who is giving devoted service to refugees in his country. This book is about those refugees in Germany and Austria who have been left "lying about." Mr. Kee tells a poignant story of what has happened to them—physically, emotionally and spiritually—through the histories of individual refugees and their families.

Mr. Kee is highly critical of the operations of the office of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, but at the same time appreciative of the efforts of individual workers, and he recognizes the limiting regulations within which the work must be carried on. His object is to awaken private citizens and governments alike to a fresh approach to responsibility, especially in the West, where we profess a belief in the dignity of the human spirit.

ELEANOR STABLES CLARKE


The principal value of this worth-while contribution to the centennial year of the birth of Jane Addams in 1860 is the relevance for today of Jane Addams’ philosophy as expressed in her life, works, and writings.

The search for the "moral equivalent" to war which was to occupy so much of her life is what makes this study particularly meaningful. Here was someone who at that early date believed and practiced nonresistance, along with its corollary of positive love, not limited to physical force but applying also to moral force.

How very pertinent today are her belief that pacifism, in order to be effective, must have adequate means of expression (otherwise it would degenerate into mere dogma) and her conclusion that affirmation without works is an arid creed that gives little consolation.

Well-documented and richly detailed, this excellent reassessment of the life and work of America’s great humanist accomplishes its author’s purpose by raising again in this troubled present the old and unresolved questions.

ELVIRA BROWN

CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND THE SIT-IN. By Paul Ramsey.

Association Press, New York, 1961. 128 pages. $2.50

In this book the author attempts to bring his understanding of Christian social ethics to bear on the issue of sit-ins and other tactics employed to secure racial equality. In three sections he discusses "created destination of property rights," "law and order," and the use of economic pressure to change race relations. As he examines these questions he seems unable or unwilling to accept the thesis that Negro petitions and protests are grounded in the same Christian ethic as white. This blind spot seems to obscure his otherwise clear vision, and he proceeds to "intervene" in the sit-ins to reflect on them and race relations.

He makes, for example, a moral distinction between primary and secondary boycotts. A boycott on a Woolworth store in North Carolina is acceptable, but a boycott against a Woolworth store in New York is improper. Yet in the next paragraph he admits the possibility of a New York boycott if there can be established "a connection between general company practice and local practice in the South."

Paul Ramsey illuminates the subject, but his thesis seems more of an "intervention" that is likely to shatter, as did that of the State of Virginia. Despite his somewhat tedious examination of the issues, he admits that the sit-ins have put Christians on notice that Negroes must have greater justice and human dignity "that is theirs by right and that is bound to come."

ALEX MORISEY

GAMES, FIGHTS, AND DEBATES. By Anatol Rapoport.

The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1960. 400 pages. $6.95

This book originated in the Center for Research on Conflict Resolution in the University of Michigan, a group in which Kenneth Boulding is taking a leading part and whose work deserves the grateful encouragement of Friends.

Professor Rapoport is a mathematician and a physicist. In Games, Fights, and Debates he undertakes to apply mathematics to the study of various types of conflicts in the hope of finding light on how to recognize conditions which will reconcile, stabilize, or aggravate conflicts. He is carrying on in the interest of order and harmony the kinds of analyses with which such investigators as Herman Kahn of the Rand Corporation are studying the dynamics of terror and the conditions, if any, under which some sort of balance of deterrent power may lead to a stabilization of armed rivalry between nations.

One of the pioneers of this sort of analysis was the late English Friend Lewis Fry Richardson who began to reflect on "generalized foreign policy" while serving in Friends Ambulance Unit in the First World War.

Professor Rapoport introduces the reader gently to the mathematics of this sort of analysis. In view of the attention it is attracting, serious peace advocates ought to be aware of this method of investigation. This book will serve as a useful introduction to games theory and other mathematical approaches to the study of conflicts among groups and how to resolve them.

RICHARD R. WOOD


Bani Shorter (better known perhaps to some Friends as Bernice Shorter) has written some exciting and absorbing stories about India’s children. Each story gives the young and adult reader a glimpse into the personal lives of Indian children.

There is no sentimentality evident in these twelve stories. They reveal the true-to-life thoughts and emotions of children as they experience family and village life and as they face the challenges, joys, and disappointments that attend their growing up. Similes are vivid and Indian in character: for example,
Iowa Yearly Meeting, Conservative

In eastern Iowa, about 17 miles northeast of Cedar Rapids, there is a peaceful village called Whittier. A general store, a community building, and a goodly number of hospitable homes cluster around the spacious grounds of the Whittier Friends Meeting House. It was here that Friends of Iowa Yearly Meeting, Conservative, met for their annual sessions, held from August 15 to 20, 1961.

Being held in such a location, Yearly Meeting provided a precious opportunity for those from scattered locations throughout the country to renew old ties of association in the family of Friends.

But over and above this sense of reunion and fellowship, there was a desire that the Quaker faith might be shared with all men. There was a concern that the ancient testimonies of Friends might be made relevant to the life and times in which we live. One indication of this outreach was the decision to raise funds for the bringing of two girls from Kenya to study at Scattergood School.

Another area of renewed interest was that which pertains to the abolition of capital punishment in Iowa and a more constructive policy toward the treatment of offenders. Steps were taken to cooperate with other Friends groups and other concerned Iowa people in order to make a more effective witness in this concern.

Visitors to the Yearly Meeting were of great assistance in graphically portraying certain important movements and conditions in our world today. Paul Cates spoke of his association with Protestant youth groups in Germany. James Bristol related something of his impressions gained during the two years which he spent in India. Stuart Inners spoke of visiting Congressmen under the "Friend in Washington" program.

Hans Luedecke, a member of Berlin Monthly Meeting who will teach at Scattergood School during this coming year, described his experiences as a soldier in Nazi Germany and later as a prisoner of war in Russia. Arnold and Mildred Hoge showed slides illustrating the recent activities of Friends at Monteverde in Costa Rica.

A Junior Yearly Meeting program helped make the week significant for those of grade school age. The Young Friends group met from time to time for discussion with visiting Friends, for a picnic, and for folk dancing in Roy and Martha Hampton’s new barn.

The Yearly Meeting was conscious of the newer Meetings of Cedar Rapids, Des Moines Valley, and Ames, which are now included in the membership. There was a concern that established organization and procedure should be examined to see whether the old ways of doing things are adequate to meet the present needs of members of both the older and the newer Meetings.

LAURENCE MCK. MILLER, JR.

Roger Clark

(Continued from page 478)

architecture up to 1850 were deep and discriminating. He wrote delightful essays, in which (as in many humorous anecdotes, which he could tell so well) he showed his appreciation for wit as well as his grasp of an engaging style and facility for finding the right word. His memory was remarkable, and so was his knowledge of the old speech of Somerset that he delighted in and that is now disappearing.

The activities of Roger Clark brought him into contact with a very wide circle of friends who enjoyed his entertaining company and the hospitality at Whitewights, respected his knowledge and opinions, admired his character, and loved him.

About Our Authors

Henry T. Wilt teaches Greek and Latin at the Cathedral School of St. Mary, and Latin and comparative linguistics at Adelphi College, both of which are located in Garden City, L. I., N. Y. He is a member of Matinecock Meeting, N. Y.

Dan Kinsey is Professor of Physical Education at Delta College, University Center, Michigan.

Abigail Ann Hamblen, who holds a M.A. degree from the University of Nebraska, has published essays in various quarters. "Affirmation of Life: The John Wood Case" is taken from a projected study of the art of Ruth Suckow being made by Abigail Hamblen. She writes: "Particularly do I recommend to Quakers Some Others and Myself by Ruth Suckow. It contains a memoir which should be very interesting to Friends."

Ruth Suckow (Mrs. Ferner Nuhn), the novelist, is best known for her authentic stories of the Iowa scene. She died at her home in Claremont, Calif., on January 23, 1960. Outstanding among her earlier works was her novel The Folk, which in 1934 was the October choice of the Literary Guild. She was a member of Claremont, Calif., Meeting.

Paul Blanshard, Jr., is Resident Representative in West Africa for the American Friends Service Committee. He and his wife and three children make their home in Lagos, Nigeria. They are members of Chestnut Hill Meeting, Philadelphia.

Richard Feree Smith is Director of the Refugee Program in the U.S.A. for the American Friends Service Committee.

Frances B. Compter of White Plains, N. Y., has served at various times as Clerk of Scarsdale, N. Y., Monthly Meeting, Clerk of Purchase Quarterly Meeting, and Recording Clerk.
of New York Yearly Meeting. She is an attorney but does not practice law at present.

Herbert C. Standing is a member of Bear Creek Monthly Meeting, Iowa Yearly Meeting. He lives in Des Moines, Iowa, and is active in the Des Moines Valley Meeting.

Friends and Their Friends

In writing to the American Friends Service Committee, Felix Schnyder, the High Commissioner for Refugees of the United Nations, said, "... I should like to tell you how glad I was to have been able to see the program of the Quaker Service Unit for refugees from Algeria in the Oujda area. I feel it is of a really constructive nature; instruction given to women and girls in sewing, knitting, hygiene, and cooking, and to men in carpentry, will remain a permanent asset, and will doubtless be particularly useful when the time comes for refugees to start life again in Algeria.

"The cooperation of the Quaker nurse in the joint UNHCR/Leage dispensary program is also very much appreciated, and I hope that it will be possible for the Quaker Service Unit to continue and even expand its existing program." Friends who have given to this work may be encouraged to learn of its increasing usefulness.

The Committee for Nonviolent Action (158 Grand Street, New York City 13) is arranging for teams of the peace marchers to Moscow to speak about their experiences. Some marchers will be available near their home towns. Any group interested in inviting such speakers should write to the above address.

John C. and Miriam Kennedy, associated for thirty years with Oberlin College and the public schools of Oberlin, Ohio, have left for the Philippines. They will spend two years there working for the Peace Corps as teachers' helpers in rural schools. Both are active members of Oberlin Meeting, of which John Kennedy was President Clerk. Early in the past summer they took training for their new work at Penn State University. They said that further training in Manila would precede assignment to some village.

Dorothy Hutchinson was elected National President of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom at the annual meeting of the organization, held in St. Paul, Minn., in June. She will serve for two years. Previously she has served as a member of the National Board of the WIL and as Chairman of the Policy Committee. In 1959 she was a delegate to the 14th Triennial Congress of the WIL, held in Stockholm. The WIL was founded by Jane Addams at The Hague during World War I. Since that time the members, many of them Friends, have been working to promote worldwide peace and justice through nonviolent means.

In 1960 Dorothy Hutchinson helped to organize and then attended the World People's Congress, held in May, 1960, in Geneva. This was a congress of individuals concerned for peace. She is a member of Abington Meeting, Jenkintown, Pa.

Robert and Rita Jackson of Cambridge Meeting, Mass., have moved to Rockville, Md. After receiving his Ed.D. degree from Harvard in June, Robert has taken a position as Assistant Director of Elementary Education in Montgomery County, Maryland, where he is helping to oversee the education of 90,000 children.

The Friends Meeting of Louisville, Kentucky, is now meeting at the Cerebral Palsey Center, 600 East Broadway.

Albert and Joan Baez, says the September Newsletter of Cambridge Meeting, Mass., "expect to be in Paris during the next two years. Albert has been appointed Chief of the Division of the Teaching of Basic Sciences in Higher Education in the Department of Natural Sciences of UNESCO. He recently wrote to a Friend: 'I am excited about this assignment because of the potential aid it can offer to the developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.'"

The Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Peace Committee (1520 Race Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.) has published a 45-page booklet The Use of Force in International Affairs. A stimulating guide for private reading and group study, it also deals with nonviolent direct action. The price is 25 cents, with reductions for quantity buying.

Purchase of the "Tree of Life" gift wrapping paper is your opportunity to help yourself and the United States Committee for Refugees. Sales of this paper, which costs no more than comparable gift wrapping paper, help the cause of refugees everywhere, of whom there are 15 million. A set of ten sheets is $1.50, available from Beverly Hymes, AFSC, 160 North 15th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

The appeal of Maurice F. McCrackin to the Permanent Judicial Commission of the United Presbyterian Synod of Ohio was sustained on September 19, 1961. Rev. Maurice McCrackin of Cincinnati, Ohio, who had been sentenced by the local presbytery of his church to be dismissed for refusing to pay income taxes for war purposes, had entered an appeal to the Commission against the local verdict. In sustaining his appeal, the Commission rebuked the Cincinnati presbytery for its "unduly severe" judgment and the lack of proof that the minister had disturbed the peace of the Church, as the local presbytery had charged. The case has been returned to the presbytery of Cincinnati for retrial. As The Christian Century for October 11, 1961, remarks, "It is impossible to anticipate at this time what course the presbytery of Cincinnati will take or whether there will be a retrial of the McCrackin case or what judgment such a retrial might produce."

(Two articles by Virgie Bernhardt Hortenstine have discussed the case in the Friends Journal, "McCrackin on Trial by the Church," page 113 of the issue for March 15, 1961, and "McCrackin in Cincinnati," page 56 of the issue for January 24, 1959.)
Douglas V. Steere, Harry Emerson Fosdick Visiting Professor, has been giving the 14th Annual Series of Auburn Extension Lectures at Union Theological Seminary, Broadway at 120th Street, New York City, on five successive Monday mornings, October 9 through November 6, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ministers and laymen of all denominations were invited to attend the series, which at each session considered in turn "The Structure and Practice of Prayer" and "Contemporary Christian Classics" (Friedrich Von Hügel, Alan Paton, Simone Weil, George Bernanos, and Thomas Kelly).

Westtown School opened this fall with 481 students, the largest enrollment in the School's history. In the boarding department there are 291 students (155 boys and 136 girls). Of these 291 students, 71 per cent are Friends or the children of Friends. In addition, there were 79 day students in the seventh through the tenth grade, and the total enrollment, boarding and day, in the Upper School, is 370. There is a Lower School of 111 students in the first through the sixth grade, and with the Friends in these grades, 281 of the 481 students at Westtown are Friends or the children of Friends.

Edwin H. and Agnes W. Coggeshall of Norristown Meeting, Pa., plan to retire from their respective positions in Philadelphia in December to go to live in Mexico. They have long been interested in Latin American countries, and both speak Spanish. Edwin Coggeshall, who has been Executive Vice President of the Mutual Insurance Company of Pennsylvania, has served on the Peace and Race Relations Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Before her marriage Agnes Coggeshall was Secretary of the Young Friends Movement, and in 1947 she became Executive Secretary of the Religious Education Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In that capacity she has visited many Meetings to consult with parents and teachers about First-day school problems. The Coggeshalls will be missed by their numerous friends, who wish them happiness in their new life.

William L., Jr., and Mary C. R. Nute, members of Central Philadelphia Meeting, have returned to this country for a year's furlough after another five years in Turkey, where, under the Congregational Mission Board William Nute was a physician at the Child Health Center, Ankara. While he was in Turkey William Nute was correspondent for the FRIENDS JOURNAL. They are living this year at the Walker Missionary Home, Auburndale, Mass.

Kenneth W. Masters, former Clerk of the Harrisburg Meeting, Pa., writes from Manila in the Philippines, where he is working with the United Nations, that there is a Friends Meeting being held regularly on Sundays, 7 p.m., followed by discussion at 8 p.m., in his home, 2680 F.B. Harrison (A-19), Pasay City. It began several Sundays ago when the Masters family and others held a meeting for worship with Gus Bor-geest of Hong Kong, who came to Manila to receive the Ramon Magsaysay Award for establishing a refugee rehabilitation center in Hong Kong, called "Sunshine Island."

Radio station WIP-FM (93.3 on the Philadelphia dial) switches to the U.N. General Assembly or Security Council as soon as a meeting is scheduled, making it possible to hear what is said at the U.N. Those in other areas should consult the local radio listing to find the station which provides this service.

Floyd A. McClure, a member of the Friends Meeting of Washington, D. C., has returned from Norwich, England, where he was a guest of the British Association for the Advancement of Science and gave a paper on "Bamboo." He visited Earlham Hall, other Quaker sites, and studied in the herbaria of Kew, London, and Paris.

The March, 1961, Here and There, issued quarterly for boys and girls by the Friends Service Council, London, contains an account by Leila Maw of the activities of the Redland Blanket Club, Bristol, England. A group of younger Friends in Redland Meeting, with the guidance of an older Friend, set out to raise £75, for which a hundred blankets could be purchased for Algerian refugees. A series of projects followed over several months—cake sales, a food sale in the form of a small fair, weekly sales of produce at stalls, a barbecue, and two concerts. What with the donations that preceded, accompanied, and followed these activities, the goal was finally reached, and these Young Friends felt happy that they "had done something to help one of the world's greatest problems."

Dr. Norman Goodall of London, England, Secretary of the Joint Committee of the International Missionary Council and the World Council of Churches, in an article circulated by the WCC, "Into All the World," writes of the significance of the proposed integration of these two bodies as one of the major actions of the WCC's Third Assembly at New Delhi, India, November 18 to December 6.

At the first session of the Third Assembly of the WCC in November, a vote will be taken on the proposal to bring into one organization the WCC and the International Missionary Council. The proposal has already been approved by both the WCC's Central Committee and the IMC, so that assent of the New Delhi Assembly seems certain.

The WCC, formally first constituted in 1948, has been working from the first in association with the IMC, which grew out of the historic World Missionary Conference held in Edinburgh in 1910. At New Delhi assembly will become identity, and alongside existing divisions (of Studies, Interchurch Aid and Service to Refugees, and Ecumenical Action) there will be a new Division of World Mission and Evangelism.
Central Committee of Friends General Conference

The Central Committee of Friends General Conference met in Waynesville, Ohio, from September 29 to October 1. The headline in a Dayton newspaper, "Quakers in Area for First Time since '15," was accurate only in one small respect. It was true that the Central Committee of Friends General Conference was meeting in Waynesville, Ohio, for the first time since 1915, but the very reasons for meeting there were based on the considerable number of Friends in Ohio and the widespread interest of some of these Friends in the General Conference. To stimulate this interest, all Friends in nearby Meetings were invited to attend Saturday evening a public meeting, at which Bliss Forbush, Clerk of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, spoke on "An Approach to Quakerism."

The meeting of the Central Committee was well attended by Friends from the seven constituent Yearly Meetings of the Conference and from Green Pastures Quarterly Meeting in Michigan. Nine Friends came from New England Yearly Meeting. In the business meetings of the Committee, lively consideration was given to the whole range of Conference activities. Chairman of standing committees, which also met during the course of the weekend, reported on their programs, inviting suggestions and comments. Barrett Hollister, Chairman of the Conference, presided over the Central Committee sessions.

Particular attention was given to Midwest concerns, reacting to the growing demand for services from that section of the country and, more particularly, responding to a formal request from Green Pastures Quarterly Meeting that the Conference employ a Midwest Field Secretary and sponsor a Midwest conference in 1963. The opportunities for the Conference in that area were more clearly defined in discussing these concerns, and the Advancement Committee was asked to study the request.

In terms of the wider interests of Friends, the Central Committee sent a telegram to President Kennedy, commending him for certain sections of his United Nations speech, and agreed to send a letter to the President of the United Nations General Assembly, expressing appreciation for the life of Dag Hammarskjold. The Committee also approved of the Conference's joining the International Association for Liberal Christianity and Religious Freedom, subject to the consent of the Conference's constituent Yearly Meetings.

Lake Erie Association

On August 25 to 27, 1961, the Lake Erie Association of Friends Meetings held its annual meeting at the Olney Friends Boarding School, Barnesville, Ohio. Following a suggestion of the Continuing Committee on Greater Unity, Lake Erie Friends met for the first time concurrently with Ohio Yearly Meeting, Conservative. The two groups jointly heard Roy McCorkle of the American Friends Service Committee speak on the peace testimony, held a united meeting for worship on Sunday morning, and met also for informal discussion of the values each group could gain from closer association with the other. Following a planned alternating schedule, next year's meeting of the Lake Erie Association will be held concurrently with Indiana Yearly Meeting, General Conference, in Waynesville, Ohio.

The Association heard a report from its Committee on the Function of the Lake Erie Association, recommending that it become a Yearly Meeting. Friends were not united on the desirability of taking this step but agreed to forward the report to the constituent Meetings for discussion and judgment. Though differing in their preferences as to means, Friends generally supported the idea of moving toward more responsible organization and activity. Toward this end Lake Erie Association adopted a budget twice the preceding year's budget and issued the first formal epistle in its history. It appointed Elise Boulding the Editor of its new Bulletin and established a committee on liaison with the Friends Boarding School. Howard Harris will serve as Clerk for the coming year.

ROBERT O. BLOOD, JR.

Friends Retreat in Switzerland

It is hard to decide whether our sense of unity in diversity came from the beauty of La Prise-Imer, in the Jura Mountains above the Lake of Neuchâtel, the pleasure of being together, or our subject, "Tolerance, Understanding, and Conviction." All these elements contributed to make a memorable eight days for a group of French-speaking Friends (12 French, 15 Swiss, two English, and one American) who met in a retreat at the end of August. In addition, a number of people joined us for short periods.

It was André Trocmé who opened our conference with an historical review of tolerance and one of the many definitions we thought about, "Tolerance is action to serve our brothers." Camille Carpentier spoke to us on tolerance in the family and in education. René Bovard warned us of the danger of idols which we set up for ourselves, such as the wrong concept of the nation, while we must try to think in universal terms. Madeleine Jequier traced for us the ecumenical movement and told us of encouraging recent developments to bring churches closer together. One evening we looked at two films on the work of the Union for the Struggle against Illiteracy through its Adult Education Centers in southern Italy, a work which the American Friends Service Committee has been helping.

One afternoon we visited the Romanesque church of Romainmôtier, and from the Dent de Vaulion we stood on the top of the world, with the Jura spread before us and Mont...
Our spirits and fostered our harmony. It was hard to have a greater sense of mission, and our desire to keep in touch.

Perhaps Ralph, a British Friend, is eager to add one or two Americans to those of us who attended the Friends World Committee meeting in Kenya were impressed with the critical need for African nurses are in training at the hospital, but they do not always stay, once trained. There is some modern equipment. A new wing will soon be built. At least two nurses and one doctor from abroad are urgently needed now. The American Friends Board of Missions in Richmond, Indiana, makes appointments.

One of the secondary schools, Kamusinga Friends School, is now operating under its own Board of Governors, with an African Friend as Chairman. Allen Bradley, Headmaster and a British Friend, is eager to add one or two Americans to his interracial and international staff for appointments ranging from one to four years.

Doylestown, Pa.

Lawrence McK. Miller, Jr.

**Letters to the Editor**

**Letters are subject to editorial revision if too long. Anonymous communications cannot be accepted.**

This is just a note to tell of my very deep appreciation for the article in the Friends Journal of September 15 written by Rachel Cadbury. I wish every member of every Meeting among Friends could read and discuss it. It is most helpful.

_San Dimas, Calif._

Margaret Dorland Webb

Those of us who attended the Friends World Committee meeting in Kenya were impressed with the critical need for teachers in the Quaker secondary schools and for doctors and nurses in the Friends Hospital. An unusual opportunity exists for Friends desiring a period of service in Africa. Although facilities and equipment are well below American standards, living and working conditions are in no sense primitive.

African nurses are in training at the hospital, but they do not always stay, once trained. There is some modern equipment. A new wing will soon be built. At least two nurses and one doctor from abroad are urgently needed now. The American Friends Board of Missions in Richmond, Indiana, makes appointments.

One of the secondary schools, Kamusinga Friends School, is now operating under its own Board of Governors, with an African Friend as Chairman. Allen Bradley, Headmaster and a British Friend, is eager to add one or two Americans to his interracial and international staff for appointments ranging from one to four years.

Doylestown, Pa.

**BIRTHS**

**HELLEr—**On May 8, at Exeter, N. H., to James E. and Carly Rushmore Heller, a son, James McKinley Heller. His mother is a member of Westbury Monthly Meeting, N. Y.

**HLAVSA—**On September 11, at Flushing, N. Y., to Richard and Viv Helva, a son, David Anthony Helva. His parents are members of Westbury Monthly Meeting, N. Y.

**McLEAN—**On June 9, at Chicago, Illinois, to Hugh and Katherine Hoag McLean, a daughter, Anna Scattergood McLean. Her mother is a member of Haverford Meeting, Pa.

**MARRIAGES**

**BOKIN-ROBERTS—**On July 15, at the First Presbyterian Church, Newark, Del., Winona Susan Roberts and Ronald George Bokin, a member of Mullica Hill Meeting, N. J. They are presently residing in Philadelphia while completing their graduate work at the University of Pennsylvania.

**FERGUSON-AVERY—**On September 5, at State College Meeting, Pa., Patricia Avery of Anchorage, Alaska, and Richard Ferguson, a member of State College Meeting. They are students at Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

**FERGUSON-RIGO—**On September 2, at the Presbyterian Church, State College, Pa., Carol Rigo and David Ferguson, a member of State College Meeting, Pa. The groom is a student at Earlham College.


**WHITEHILL-SHARP—**On August 11, at Third Haven Meeting House and under the care of Third Haven Meeting, Easton, Md., Cecily Orne Sharp and Joseph Whitehill, both members of Third Haven Meeting. They are now residing in Salisbury, Md.

**DEATHS**

**CHILDS—**On October 3, at her home in Winchester, Va., Mamie H. Childs, aged 82 and a half years, sister of Grace E. Cleverger and mother of Evelyn Sprit. She was a lifelong member of Hopeville Monthly Meeting, Va.

**HERITAGE—**On September 16, Benjamin Paul Heritage, Jr., son of Paul and Mary Heritage of Erie Road, Mullica Hill, N. J., aged 19 years, a member of Mullica Hill Meeting, N. J.

**KIRSON—**On August 19, at her home, Hollicong, Pa., Alice Atkinson Kirson, wife of Benjamin Kirson, in her 93rd year, a member of Buckingham Meeting, Pa.

**TOMLINSON—**On October 8, Willard Yale Tomlinson, aged 71 years, husband of Cornelia Turner Tomlinson and a member of Swarthmore Monthly Meeting, Pa.

**ZIMMERMAN—**On October 1, Norman Butler Zimmerman, husband of Nellie Sutton Zimmerman of 103 Parkier Place, Trenton, N. J., aged 78 years, a member of Chestfield Monthly Meeting, N. J.

**Coming Events**

(Deadline for calendar items: for the issue dated the first of a month, the 15th of the preceding month; for the issue dated the 15th of a month, the first of the same month.)

**NOVEMBER**

2—Concord Quarterly Meeting at Westtown, Pa., 10:30 a.m.
2 to 5—Sweden Yearly Meeting at Kvaskargarden, Varvsagan 15, Stockholm SV, Sweden.
4—Human Relations Workshop at 1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, sponsored by the Young Friends Movement, 9:15 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., open to high-school-age Young Friends who are at least 15 years old or in tenth grade. Bring lunch; beverage obtainable at nearby store.

5—Frankford Friends Forum, Unity and Waln Streets, Philadel-
Friends Journal

November 1, 1961

Philadelphia, 3 p.m.; J. F. Stone, publisher of J. F. Stone’s Weekly, who attended the recent conference of nonaligned nations in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, “Berlin, Belgrade, and Bomb Shelters.”

- Friends Fellowship Forum at Reading, Pa., Meeting House, 108 North 6th Street, 8 p.m.: panel of foreign students from Lincoln University, “Student Viewpoints on World Tensions.” Sponsored jointly by the Reading Meeting and the Fellowship House of Reading; last of five Fall Meetings.

- Commemoration of 75th Anniversary of Friends Work in Japan, at Arch Street Meeting House, Philadelphia, 5 to 9:30 p.m.

Japanese supper ($1.75); reservations should be placed by November 3 through the Japan Committee, 1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

- Friends Japan Committee Conference at Westtown School, Westtown, Pa., 2 to 5 p.m. Consideration of the future cooperation of Japanese and American Friends.

- Abington Quarterly Meeting at Byberry, Pa., 11 a.m.

- Burlington Quarterly Meeting at Burlington, N. J., 1:30 p.m.

- Covered dish supper at Oxford, Pa., Meeting for Lincoln University foreign students, 7 p.m. Special guests. Illustrated talk by Harry S. Scott, Jr., and family, “Korea, East Africa.”

- Baltimore Quarterly Meeting, Stony Run, at Little Falls Meeting House, Fallston, Md. Ministry and Counsel, 9:45 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m.; lunch served by the host Meeting, followed by business and conference. Emily Parker Simon will report on her trip to the Friends World Committee meetings in Kenya, East Africa.

- Women’s Problems Group at 4th and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Room A, 10:45 a.m.: Dr. Howard Page Wood, a Friend serving on the Staff of the Department of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, “The Significance of Love in Individual Development.”


- Caln Quarterly Meeting at Coatesville, Pa., 10 a.m.

- Bucks Quarterly Meeting at Maysfield, Pa., 10 a.m.

- 24 to 26—AFSC Weekend Institute at Hudson Guild Farm, Netcong, N. J., beginning on Friday evening with a buffet supper. Dean, Robert Gilmore. Faculty, A. J. Muste, Bayard Rustin, Maurice Friedman, Fritz Eichenberg, Mildred Young. Round tables; panels. Cost, $22 for an adult and $15 for a child. For brochure and registration form write the American Friends Service Committee, 218 East 18th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

- 25 and 26—Southwest Friends Conference at Camp Cho-Yeh, Livingston, Texas. Direct correspondence to Otto Hofmann, 610 Cardinal Lane, Austin 4, Texas.

- Warrington Quarterly Meeting at Menallen Meeting House, Biglerville, Pa. Ministry and Counsel, followed by worship at 11 a.m.; lunch served by the host Meeting, followed by business and conference. Harry S. Scott, Jr., will report on his trip to the Friends World Committee meetings in Kenya, East Africa.

---

MEETING ADVERTISEMENTS

ARIZONA

PHOENIX—Sundays, 9:45 a.m. Adult Study; 11 a.m., Meeting for Worship and First-day School, 17th Street and Glendale Avenue. Shirley Hilfinger, Clerk. 1902 East Palmitas Drive.

TUCSON—Plims Friends Meeting (Pacific Yearly Meeting), 1301 E. Highway. Worship, 10 a.m., Elisha T. Kirk, Clerk. Route 2, Box 274, Axtell 6-6073.

TUCSON—Friends Meeting (California Yearly Meeting), 129 N. Warren. Sunday School, 10 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m. 11th and Columbia. Franklin Zahn, Clerk. 856 S. Hamilton Blvd., Pomona, California.

CALIFORNIA

BERKELEY—Friends meeting, First-days at 11 a.m., northeast corner of Vine and Walnut Streets. Monthly meetings the Third Sunday of each month, at 7:30 p.m. Clerk, Russell Jorgensen, LA 4-1934.

CLAREMONT—Friends meeting, 9:30 a.m. on Scripps campus, 10th and Columbia. Franklin Zahn, Clerk. 856 S. Hamilton Blvd., Pomona, California.

LA JOLLA—Meeting, 11 a.m., 7380 Eade Avenue. Visitors call GL 4-7450.

LOS ANGELES—Meeting, 11 a.m., Univ. Church, 4th Floor, 817 W. 24th Street.

PALO ALTO—First-day school for children and adults, 10 a.m. Meeting for worship at 11, 857 Colorado.

PASADENA—5526 E Orange Grove (Oakland). Meeting for worship, Sunday, 11 a.m.

SACRAMENTO—Meeting, 10 a.m., 2030 21st St., Visitors call Gladstone 1-5841.

SAN FRANCISCO—Meetings for worship, First-days, 11 a.m., 2160 Lake Street.

COLORADO

BOULDER—Meeting for worship at 10 a.m.; First-day school and adult discussion at 11:30 a.m., 1326 Upland; Clerk; TH 2-3047.

DENVER—Mountain View Meeting, 10:45 a.m., 2026 S. Williamsa, Clerk, SU 6-1790.

CONNECTICUT

HARTFORD—Meeting, 11 a.m., First-day school, 11 a.m., 144 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford.

NEW HAVEN—Meeting 8:45 a.m. Conn. Hall, Yale Old Campus; phone CH 6-5432.

NEWTOWN—Meeting and First-day school, 11 a.m., Newtown Junior High School.

DELWARE

WILMINGTON—Meetings for worship: at Friends First and West Sts., 9:15 and 11:15 a.m., first-day school at 10; at 101 School Rd., 9:15 a.m., followed by First-day school.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON—Meeting, Sunday, 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.; Sunday School, 10:30 a.m., 2111 Florida Avenue, N.W., one block from Connecticut Avenue.

FLORIDA

DAYTONA BEACH—Meeting 2:00 p.m. Sundays in third First-day school, social room of First Congregational Church, 201 Volusia Ave.

GAINESVILLE—Meeting for worship, First-days, 11 a.m., 116 Florida Union.

JACKSONVILLE—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Contact EV 9-4345.

MIAMI—Meeting for worship at Sunset and Cypress, Coral Gables, on the south side of Miami bus line, 11 a.m.; First-day school, 10 a.m., Miriam Toepel, Clerk. TU 8-6628.

ORLANDO—WINTER PARK—Meeting, 11 a.m., 316 E. Park St., Orlando; MI 7-3025.

PALM BEACH—Friends meeting, 10:30 a.m., 826 North A St., Lake Worth.

ST. PETERSBURG—First-day school and meeting, 11 a.m., 190 18th Avenue S.E.

GEORGIA

ATLANTA—Meeting for worship and First-day school at 10 a.m., 334 Fairview Road, N.E., Atlanta 6, Phone DR 8-7848. Phern Stanley, Clerk, Phone DR 8-3377.

HAWAII

HONOLULU—Meeting Sundays, 2456 Oahu Avenue, 10:15 a.m.; tel. 932-714.

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO—57th Street Meeting of Friends. Sunday worship hour, 11 a.m. at Quaker House, 5515 Woodlawn Avenue. Monthly meeting, 7:30 p.m., every first Friday. Telephone Bütterfield 8-3066.

DOWNS GROVE (suburban Chicago)—Meeting and First-day school, 10:30 a.m.; Avery Coonley School, 1400 Maple Avenue, telephone Woodlawn 2-2040.

INDIANA

EVANSVILLE—Meeting, Sundays, YMCA, 11 a.m. For lodging or transportation call Corines Cattin, HA 6-3108; after 4 p.m., HA 3-8728.

INDIANAPOLIS—Lantern Friends meeting for worship, 10 a.m., 1080 W. 42nd. Telephone AX 1-8677.

IOWA

DES MOINES—South entrance, 2929 59th Street, worship, 10 a.m.; classes, 11 a.m.

FAIRFIELD—Bible School, 9:30 a.m.; worship service, 10:30 a.m., 1527 South 6th Street.

KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE—Worship 10:30 a.m., First-day school 10 a.m. Sundays at 600 East Broadway, Phone TW 6-7110.

LOUISIANA

NEW ORLEANS—Friends meeting each Sunday. For information telephone UN 1-8022 or UN 6-0388.
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OHIO
CINCINNATI—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m., 355 West McMkillin. Marguerite Remark, Correspondent, JA 2-4787.
CLEVELAND—First-day school for children and adults, 10 a.m. Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Telephone 6147-9865.

PENNSYLVANIA
DUNNINGSBURG CENTER—At Fishertown, 10 miles north of Bedford; First-day school, 10 a.m., meeting for worship, 11 a.m.
HARRISBURG—Meeting and First-day school, 11 a.m., YWCA, 4th and Walnut Sts.
HAYFORD—Buck Lane between Lancaster Pike and Haverford Road; First-day school, 10:30 a.m. Meeting for Worship at 11 a.m.
LANCASTER—Meeting house, Tulane Terrace, 14 miles west of Lancaster off U.S. 20; Meeting and First-day school, 10 a.m.
MEDIA—125 West Third Street. Meeting for worship at 11 a.m.

PHILADELPHIA—Meetings, 10:30 a.m., unless specified; telephone LO 8-4111 for information about First-day schools.

READING—First-day school, 10 a.m., meeting, 11 a.m., 108 North Sixth Street.
STATE COLLEGE—518 South Atherton Street. First-day school, 9:30 a.m., meeting for worship at 10:45 a.m.

TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS—Meeting, Sunday, 9:30 a.m. Clerk, Patsy Hinds. Phone 327-4015.
NASHVILLE—Meeting for worship, 10:30 a.m. Sundays, 220 Broadway. Call CY 8-3747.

TEXAS
AUSTIN—Worship, Sundays, 11 a.m., First-day school, 10 a.m. Rathbun Place, Otto Hofmann, Clerk, HI 2-2288.
DALLAS—Sunday, 10:30 a.m., Adventist Church, 4900 N. Central Expressway, Clerk, Kenneth Carroll, Religion Dept., S.M.U.; FL 2-1546.
HOUSTON—Live Oak Friends Meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m. Council of Churches Building, 8 Chelsea Place. Clerk, Walter Whiteside; Jackson 8-4118.

VIRGINIA
CULPEPER—Meeting for worship at Hopewell Meeting House, First-days at 10:15 a.m.; First-day school at 11 a.m.
LINCOLN—Goose Creek United Meeting House, Meeting for worship, 11:15 a.m.; First-day school, 10 a.m.
WINCHESTER—Centre Meeting House, corner of Washington and Plantation Streets. Meeting for worship, First-days at 10:15 a.m.; First-day school, 10:45 a.m.
WASHINGTON
SEATTLE—University Friends Meeting, 1015 15th Avenue, N.E. Worship, 10 a.m.; discussion period and First-day school, 11 a.m. Telephone 385-6666.

CRETH & SULLIVAN, INC.
Insurance
320 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
Walnut 2-7900

LET US SOLVE YOUR INSURANCE PROBLEMS
Each Account Federally Insured
Legal For Trust And Pension Funds
Convenient For Mail Deposits

IT'S SO EASY TO OPEN
AN INSURED SAVINGS ACCOUNT BY MAIL

Send a check and your name and address, your account will be insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation up to $10,000. Legal investment for Trust Funds.

LANGHORNE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
126 S. Bellevue Avenue, Langhorne, Pennsylvania
A. PAUL TOWNSEND, Jr., Secretary
SKYLINe 7-5138

AROUND THE WORLD SEMINAR
A six weeks' trip via major airlines to gain better understanding of conditions in key areas of Asia and Africa and to see some of the most important scenic and historic attractions of the world.

SEMINARS
SEE WONDERS OF THE WORLD
WITH LEADERS OF THOUGHT IN

KYOTO..................................Shrine City of Japan
Tokyo New Delhi Salisbury
Hong Kong Karachi Lagos
Calcutta Nairobi Accra

VICTORIA FALLS.................................Largest in the World

Dates: JANUARY 15 to SERVICE COMMITTEE
MARCH 2, 1962

For more information write: AFSC, 4211 GRAND, DES MOINES, IOWA
Congenial Companions — Reasonable Cost — Interestingly Educational
**ANNUAL CALENDAR**

**TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS**

1515 CHERRY ST., PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.

**A Friendly Calendar**

Simple and Inspirational

30¢ each

25¢ each in lots of 50 or more

(plus shipping costs)

AVAILABLE WHEREVER FRIENDS LITERATURE IS SOLD

---

**GIVE BOOKS to stir the heart and inspire all of life**

**SPARKS ON THE WIND**

Morton D. Prouty, Jr. In form and content, these poems reflect the vigorous beauty of life, nature, and the ways of God. Prouty's thoughts radiate with warm imagery, and range from ordinary things to the deeper mysteries of the universe. *Sparks on the Wind* will kindle fires of joy and renewed courage.

*2.00*

**MOMENTS OF ETERNITY**

Betty W. Stoffel. Warm and moving poems about God, home, children, nature—all the common, yet vital, things of life that every heart feels and shares. Brief, timeless poems, beautifully expressed.

*1.50*

---

**ANGELS IN PINAFORES**

Alice Lee Humphreys. Written by an understanding first-grade teacher, these two books are sheer delight to read. Miss Humphreys' youngsters will captivate every adult heart with their innocence, boundless imagination, and disarming frankness. Attractive gift books with floral cover design—for those who like children.

Each, *2.25*

---

**B U S I N E S S W A N T E D**

Old established, top-rated Philadelphia Quaker family concerns national office desires to purchase for up to $750,000 cash, each business relating to products used by industrial, commercial, and institutional users. Seller's products must have been successful in at least one market for at least one year. Finders' fees paid.

Box M-146, Friends Journal.
A complete, modern plant for the production of
FINE PRINTING

The Legal Intelligencer
10 South 37th Street, Philadelphia 4, Pa.
Telephone EVERgreen 6-1535

add these
to your
library...

With these four new volumes of the Layman’s Bible Commentary, thirteen books in the 25-volume series are now ready for your use. Designed specifically to guide you in understanding the meaning of the biblical text, all LBC volumes are written by outstanding interpreters of the Bible. They help the Bible speak in today’s language for today’s men and women.

New volumes: 6 – Judges, Ruth, 1 and 2 Samuel; 13 – Ezekiel, Daniel; 16 – Matthew; 21 – Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians.

LAYMAN’S BIBLE
COMMENTARY

Continuing to prove its worth as a clear, stimulating treatment of the Bible’s message, the LBC has sold more than 200,000 copies since publication began. Laymen, ministers, church school teachers, college classes, study groups, and families are using it. Make a place on your library shelves and in your Bible study for the LBC.


$2.00 each; 4 or more (any titles) $1.75 each
Boxed set of 4 new volumes, $7.00
THE MEETING SCHOOL
A Co-educational Friends' Boarding School
RINGDE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Secondary School Level • Accepting Concerned Young Friends for the Tenth Grade

Family living, daily devotions, weekly Meetings for Worship and Business encourage a life leading from within rather than one restricted from without by imposed rules.

A small school is limited in the variety of courses it can offer. We do not teach art, but we do fine things with music and weaving. We do not offer Spanish or German but we do teach Russian and French. The biology course emphasizes ecology, evolution, and bio-chemistry. Math and science texts used follow current revisions. Those graduates who wish to, go on to college.

Thanks to our work program (we have no maintenance staff) and contributions from those who see our vision, we stay solvent in spite of the minimum grant of $800. A Scholarship form is supplied with each application and an opportunity is given to state the amount needed to send a boy or a girl to Westtown.

To be eligible, a student must be a member of the Society of Friends (or have one parent who is a number) and be ready to enter either grade 10 or 11. There will probably be any vacancies in the 11th grade in the Fall of 1962.

Each applicant will be given in his home locality three subject matter tests. One in English, one in Algebra or Plane Geometry, and one in Language, Science or History.

Applications for 1962-63 must be at the school no later than FIRST MONTH 1st, 1962. The necessary forms are automatically sent to this coming November and December to all Friends who have made formal application for admission into the tenth grade.

For Application forms and school catalogue, please address:
J. KIRK RUSSELL, Director of Admissions
Westtown School, Westtown, Pennsylvania
**BOOKS AND PAINTINGS**

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE SONNETS...$1.59
SONNETS FOR LOVERS AND FOR LOVERS
OF SONNETS..........................$2.00
SEVEN SCORE BIRD SONGS.............$3.00
JONATHAN EVANS AND HIS TIME.......$3.50
PAINTINGS:---Cardinal, Blue Jay, Robin....$2.00
Postage prepaid
William Bacon Evans, 304 Arch St., Phila. 6, Pa.

**Your Effective Contribution to International Good Will and Understanding**

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE — Young Indian national graduate student, scholarship holder at Temple, Major, Industrial Relations; minor, Finance and Industrial Management. Urgently needs position as trainee. Reliable, hardworking, good personality, excellent knowledge English and U.S. business practices, has had experience working for Indian license of U.S. drug manufacturer. Has also worked as assistant in economics and business research.

For information call or write:

**Elmwood Convalescent Home**

Baltimore Pike & Lincoln Avenue
Swarthmore, Pa.
Telephone Kingswood 3-0272

Private and semiprivate rooms
Quiet 10-acre estate
24-hour understanding nursing care

Under personal supervision of
MRS. ELLEN M. WOOD

**Abington Friends School**

**FOUNDED 1697**

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

Offering—

Preparation for college with a concern for the fullest development of the individual—emphasis on academic excellence, personal integrity, and the social values that characterize the Religious Society of Friends—

A DAY SCHOOL
FOR BOYS IN KINDERGARTEN
FOR GIRLS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL

HOWARD W. BARTRAM, Headmaster

**Penn Charter's Message to Friends Not Enrolled in a Friends School:**

If the cost of attending a Friends school has discouraged you, if you wish a sound education with healthy athletic and extracurricular programs for all students, and if you value a strengthening Quaker atmosphere in education, we invite you to consider PENN CHARTER.

Founded in 1689 and carrying on the concern for education expressed in William Penn's Charter, under which it now operates, Penn Charter can offer substantial scholarship aid to students of good character and ability whose financial resources are limited. It welcomes inquiries from Friends.

The Headmaster, JOHN F. GUMMERE
William Penn Charter School

BOYS—Kindergarten through Grade 12
GIRLS—Kindergarten through Grade 2

**FRIENDS JOURNAL** is on sale at the John Wanamaker store and Friends Book Store, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Candidates for admission in the fall of 1962 should arrange to take the Secondary School Admission Test on December 9, 1961. This test can be taken at any one of numerous centers, located in various cities. For a Bulletin of Information write Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.

**OAKWOOD SCHOOL**

Coeducational

GRADES 9 TO 12 INCLUSIVE

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK

For further information write CHARLES W. HUTTON, Headmaster

**GIFTS WITH RESERVATION OF LIFE INCOME**

A gift to EARLHAM with reservation of income for life has the following advantages:

1. There is a significant saving on income tax for the year in which the gift is made.
2. There is no capital gains tax on farm, business property or stock which has increased in value; thus the income is derived from the full value of the property or stock.
3. The full value of the property or stock is removed from the estate tax.
4. The donor receives expert and conservative management of the funds given for his life benefit.
5. There is a higher real and spendable income as the result of tax savings.
6. The donor receives the satisfaction of having provided for benefits for students during his lifetime and continuing thereafter.

For further information write to

THE GENERAL SECRETARY

EARLHAM COLLEGE, RICHMOND, INDIANA
The Sidwell Friends School

Started by Friends in 1801
Thomas W. Sidwell, Principal. 1883-1936
This coeducational day school in the nation's capital stresses good will, integrity of character, and sound scholarship in preparation for college best suited to individual needs. A non-profit corporation since 1936 with a majority of trustees Friends.
Kindergarten through Grade 12
JOHN H. COLBAUGH, Headmaster
3825 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

FRIENDS ACADEMY

ESTABLISHED 1877
This coeducational day school within 25 miles of New York provides a well-balanced college preparatory program designed to stress in the student a desire to live a creative Christian life in today's world.
Kindergarten through Grade 12
A reduction in tuition is available to members of The Society of Friends.
ALEXANDER TUNSTALL MACNUTT
Headmaster
Box B, Locust Valley, Long Island, N. Y.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL

THE PARKWAY AT SEVENTEENTH ST.
PHILADELPHIA 3, PENNSYLVANIA
Established 1859
Coeducational Day School
Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade
While college preparation is a primary aim, personal guidance helps each student to develop as an individual. Spiritual values and Quaker principles are emphasized. Central location provides many educational resources and easy access from the suburbs. Friends interested in a sound academic program are encouraged to apply.
G. Laurence Blauvelt, Headmaster

FRIENDS' CENTRAL SCHOOL

OVERBROOK, PHILADELPHIA 51, PA.
A Coeducational Country Day School
Four-year Kindergarten through 12th Grade
College Preparatory Curriculum
Founded in 1845 by the Society of Friends, our school continues to emphasize integrity, freedom, simplicity in education through concern for the individual student.
MERRILL E. BUSH, Headmaster

Kingswood 3-3809
Marple Store Antique Shop
STUART AND MABEL BEMIS MILLERS
816 WEST SPRINGFIELD ROAD
Springfield, Delaware County, Pa.
10:30 to 5:30 — Evenings by Appointment
Closed Sundays

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE

302 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
Market 7-3576
Quaker books, British and American biographies, new books, large selection of children's books. Any book in print will be ordered. Mail and telephone orders filled promptly.
Branch, 1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Moses Brown School
A Boarding and Country Day School for Boys

While the school is strongly college preparatory, it makes every effort to help the individual find and develop his own best capacities.
Boarding students from the 8th grade through the 12th
Robert N. Cunningham, Headmaster
Providence 6, R. I.

Horizon's Edge
A Country-Home School
Canterbury, New Hampshire

A family school for boys and girls, grades one through eight. Because young children need family life, our school is home-centered. We emphasize individual teaching, sound academic foundation, creative arts, French in all grades.
WILLIAM AND MILDRED MEEH

A Friends Coeducational Boarding School

Grades 9-12
George School

Richard H. McFeely, Principal

George School encourages Friends children to apply now for the school year 1962-63. Serving the Society of Friends for nearly 70 years, George School offers a basic education in moral and spiritual values, a broad curriculum stressing personalized instruction and high standards, and a community experience in democratic living.
FRIENDS applicants will be given first consideration if applications are received before January 1st.
ALL APPLICANTS are required to take the Secondary School Admission Tests to be given in centers in this country and abroad on December 9th.
Address inquiries to: ADELBERT MASON, Vice Principal
Box 350, George School, Bucks County, Pennsylvania